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C) Mary bought a share worth $200 on Monday from a multinational company.  The

following data displays the changes in stock price of the company from Monday to

Thursday. 

Change in stock price
(dollars) 15 –77 89 –120

MondayDay Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

1) Which day recorded the lowest gain in stock price?

2) What was the highest fall in stock price recorded

between Monday and Thursday?

D) A group of students participated in a preliminary level of a spell bee contest. Mispelt words

carried negative points. The scores of four students are depicted in the table below.

1) Who scored the maximum points?

2) How many students scored negative points?

DavidContestant Jennifer Lisa

34Score (points) –12 –1 40

Mathew

Score :Name :
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C) Mary bought a share worth $200 on Monday from a multinational company.  The

following data displays the changes in stock price of the company from Monday to

Thursday. 

Change in stock price
(dollars) 15 –77 89 –120

MondayDay Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

1) Which day recorded the lowest gain in stock price?

2) What was the highest fall in stock price recorded

between Monday and Thursday?

Monday

120 dollars

D) A group of students participated in a preliminary level of a spell bee contest. Mispelt words

carried negative points. The scores of four students are depicted in the table below.

1) Who scored the maximum points?

2) How many students scored negative points?

Mathew

2 students

DavidContestant Jennifer Lisa

34Score (points) –12 –1 40

Mathew

Score :Name :
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–11 38 –9 –91

58 –72 86 17

–8

January

Gain and Loss (pounds)

Month

–4
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March

–5
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C) Janice weighs 167 pounds. She goes on a low-carb diet to lose weight. The following data

records her change in weight over a 4 month period.

1) In which month did Janice lose the maximum weight?

2) How many pounds did she lose at the end of the four

month period?

D) The minimum average temperatures (degree centigrade) for Munich from January to April

is recorded and tabulated below.

1) List the months that recorded subzero temperatures.

2) Which month recorded the warmest temperature?

–4

January

Temperature (0C)

Time

–3

February

0

March

3

April
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C) Janice weighs 167 pounds. She goes on a low-carb diet to lose weight. The following data

records her change in weight over a 4 month period.

1) In which month did Janice lose the maximum weight?

2) How many pounds did she lose at the end of the four

month period?

D) The minimum average temperatures (degree centigrade) for Munich from January to April

is recorded and tabulated below.

1) List the months that recorded subzero temperatures.

2) Which month recorded the warmest temperature?

January

20 pounds

January, February

April

–4

January

Temperature (0C)

Time

–3

February

0

March

3

April
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C) A submarine descends underwater for a search and rescue operation. The following data

shows the various changes in ascents and descents made by the submarine in one day. 

1) At what time did the submarine make its lowest descent?

2) How deep was the submarine at 6p.m.? Was it the lowest

point the submarine touched?

D) Peter collected the melting points of various elements from his Science book. The data

below represents the elements and their respective melting points.

2) Which element recorded the highest melting point?

1) How many elements have positive melting points?
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C) A submarine descends underwater for a search and rescue operation. The following data

shows the various changes in ascents and descents made by the submarine in one day. 

1) At what time did the submarine make its lowest descent?

2) How deep was the submarine at 6p.m.? Was it the lowest

point the submarine touched?

D) Peter collected the melting points of various elements from his Science book. The data

below represents the elements and their respective melting points.

2) Which element recorded the highest melting point?

1) How many elements have positive melting points?

4p.m.

111 ft below sea level, no

Two elements

Sulfur
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